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ABSTRACT
Large-scale and complex enterprise IT systems are critical for the smooth running of large organisations. These systems have
become interdependent and this has increased their reliance on networks. At the same time, users are expecting systems
to be available constantly and hence have lower tolerance for system downtime. The networks with high performance and
resiliency that are needed to meet these expectations are challenging to design and implement. To support the myriad types
of applications, networks are also becoming increasingly complex. Furthermore, network engineers have to accomplish
these in a cost-effective manner.
This article explores the innovative exploitation of FabricPath Switching (FPS) technology in “ring” networks to provide
highly scalable and resilient multipath networks. The FPS technology was originally developed for use in data centres to
overcome lateral communication limitation associated with distributed application architecture.
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INTRODUCTION
A large-scale complex system is formed by coherently
integrating many component systems which are interdependent
and require comprehensive network connectivity to operate
efficiently. A fully interconnected network architecture offers
maximum connectivity for the systems. However, in practice, a
huge cabling infrastructure will have to be provided to support
this architecture design.
To strike a balance between enhancing connectivity and
conserving infrastructure usage, a ring topology was
implemented for some of the network infrastructure. Dynamic
Packet Transport (DPT), an optical ring network technology
based upon the Resilient Packet Ring (RPR) protocol, was
adopted in the deployment of such “ring” networks. This
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solution overcame site physical constraints and provided
resiliency to meet operational requirements.
While DPT remains a resilient and robust technology, the
equipment is facing obsolescence. Instead of simply replacing
them with newer equipment, the DSTA network engineering
team took the opportunity to investigate whether emerging
network technologies can provide or enhance the network
resilience and performance at lower costs. Among the new
technologies, the FabricPath Switching (FPS) technology
stands out for its flexibility and scalability.
FPS was designed to overcome the scalability challenges in
large data centres. This article explores the innovative use
of FPS technology in data networks outside data centres.
Furthermore, this article explains how FPS can bring about
enhanced “ring” networks.

BACKGROUND
DPT technology uses two symmetric bi-directional counterrotating fibre rings – the “inner” ring and the “outer” ring – for
sending data. The concurrent use of the two rings to send data
results in higher bandwidth and resiliency. This is opposed to
earlier standards and protocols which use only one “active”
ring, such as Fibre Distributed Data Interface.
In a DPT network, each of the routers is a network node in
the “ring” network and a subscriber access node may be
connected to one of the nodes in the ring. Refer to Figure 1 for
the illustration.
The Intelligent Protection Switching feature in DPT identifies
and overcomes fibre and nodal failures. It monitors the network
performance proactively and has self-healing capability against
failures by wrapping the “broken” ends of the “inner” ring with
the “outer” ring.

THE RESILIENCY ENHANCEMENT IN
A “RING” NETWORK
If two or more link failures occur in the “ring” network
concurrently, then there will be an isolation of network nodes.
This can break critical communication between systems that
are on different isolated networks.
Generally, additional links can be added to a network to enhance
its resiliency to offer more protection through the meshing.
Even a partially meshed network offers more protection than a
“ring” network.
However, a DPT ring does not allow additional links across the
ring to mesh up the network. Thus, the mitigating solution is to
recover link failures and node failures as quickly as possible.

Figure 1. Sample topology of a DPT ring network
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RE-ENGINEERING FABRICPATH
INNOVATIVELY FOR RING NETWORKS

VALIDATING FABRICPATH FOR
“RING” NETWORKS

Data centres are built with the goal of achieving high availability.
In building redundancies for availability and enlarging the
network segments coverage for agility, lateral communication
may face higher latencies and encounter bottlenecks at
the higher layer of the network routing (see Figure 2a). FPS
redefines how lateral communication can take place and brings
about more bisectional bandwidth to transport data (see Figure
2b).

A set of FPS equipment was configured to represent a large
“ring” network. Simulated streams of network traffic were then
passed through this “ring” network for validation. The test
cases were designed to study the network behaviour under
different failover conditions.

Besides appreciating the resiliency that FPS has to offer, the
network engineering team explored the use of FPS in a “ring”
network as shown in Figure 3. This novel way of using the FPS
technology is discussed in detail in the following sections.

The design considerations for the tests included the size of
the user base, the type and frequency of network traffic
transactions, security configurations and network failure
scenarios. Refer to Figure 4 for the sample network architecture.
The results from the tests show that FPS is able to meet the
design objectives.

Bottleneck

(a) Traditional data centre

(b) Making use of multiple paths

Figure 2. Sample topology to illustrate typical lateral communication in data centre networks

(a) Replicating a ring topology

(b) Adding links for partial meshing

Figure 3. Making use of FabricPath to form a ring topology
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Figure 4. Sample network architecture of a FPS setup

KEY FEATURES IN FPS APPLICABLE
TO RING NETWORKS
FPS possesses several key features that favour deployment in
data centres, where multiple network transactions are required
to be completed efficiently with low latencies. The network
engineering team studied the superiority of FPS’s features and
explored the relevance of them in “ring” networks conversion.

Flexibility in Network Design
FPS, being a topology-agnostic technology, can be deployed
in a ring topology to replicate an existing enterprise network.
A partial meshing of the FPS nodes increases resiliency and
operational availability, which will thus lead to better support
of enterprise operations. The network engineering team
conducted a simulation of a “ring” network with n nodes to
examine the effects on network survivability1 with the inclusion
of meshing links. The results as illustrated in Figure 5 show that
the network has higher network survivability with the meshing
links than without.

Improved Performance
Traditional local area network deployment blocks redundant
paths to prevent loops and thus prevent data traffic from
circling indefinitely in the network. One example is an Ethernet
network running the Spanning Tree Protocol (STP), in which
there is only one active path between any two network nodes.
In a well-designed network, this active path may be the best
path, but the bandwidths in all the other paths cannot be
utilised as they are “blocked” by STP. These inactive paths only
serve as backups. Even if multiple links were aggregated to
increase the bandwidth of each path, there would still be idling
bandwidths that cannot be utilised efficiently.
On the other hand, a FPS network will not face such a scenario.
FPS’s loop prevention and mitigation measures – which exist in
the equipment’s data plane – ensure safe forwarding of network
frames without any blocked ports. Safety mechanisms such as
the time-to-live field and the reverse path forwarding check are
incorporated to prevent data traffic from looping indefinitely.
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Graph of Network Survivability VS Link Failures

Figure 5. Graph to illustrate higher network survivability when there is a partial meshing of the nodes

With no paths blocked, all paths that qualify as the “shortest”
route can be used to transport the network traffic between two
nodes. This load balancing is known as Equal-Cost MultiPath
(ECMP) in FPS. Up to 16 such paths can be included for ECMP
routing and each of these 16 paths can be made of up to 16
10Gbps bundled-links. This represents a potential bandwidth
of 2.56Tbps between two network nodes, which is more
than a thousand times what a “ring” network running on DPT
technology will be able to provide. With a greater network
bandwidth, new capabilities may be added even if a large link
utilisation is required.

Co-existence of Various Network Segments
Networks are normally segmented and clustered behind a
gateway. Network clients belonging to one segment sends
traffic destined for other segments via the gateway. Hence,
network clients of the same segment are located close to one
another, so that their access network can be consolidated
effectively in a nearby network communications room or wiring
closet. Usually, this is not a problem in an enterprise where
staff of the same department are seated on the same level
of the office building. However, modern enterprises require
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more agility and mobility of personnel. FPS hence provides
the flexibility to support this without complicating the network
infrastructure.
With FPS, the same network segment may exist concurrently
at physically different locations. Running FPS in the networks
allows for better manageability in addressing new demands
arising from growth of large enterprise (see Figure 4 for
illustration).

Compatibility with Other Existing Network
Switching Protocols
FPS equipment also supports standard traditional Ethernet
connections with virtual PortChannel (vPC+), a virtualisation
technology that makes two physical links connecting to
different FPS devices from a network device appear as one.
This provides non-blocking multipaths to a standard traditional
Ethernet switch and enables load balancing to two different
FPS devices (see Figure 4 for illustration). The compatibility
of FPS equipment with other network devices therefore offers
resiliency and integration without requiring an overhaul of the
entire infrastructure.
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Lower Costs and Reduced Form-factor
When used in “ring” networks conversion, a unit of the FPS
equipment generally costs 84% less, requires 65% less power
and 81% less cooling energy than the new DPT router model.
In addition, the FPS equipment takes up less rack space than
the new DPT router. On the whole, the FPS solution offers a
lower operating cost and a more effective usage of space.

Overlay-Transport Virtualisation (OTV) technology can be used
to extend FPS networks across different locations. It allows
for the deployment of systems on the same local area network
across two different geographical locations. OTV can also be
used to extend data centre resources across different sites,
thus simplifying the configurations required for the rest of the
network.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

OTHER TECHNOLOGIES FOR
CONSIDERATION

In addition to the enhancements FPS can bring to a “ring”
network, there are also promising features that may be of value
in supporting IT infrastructure at the enterprise level in the
future.

There exist other technologies that are meant for high
availability and high performance networks. However, they
have limitations which make them unsuitable for the intended
DPT network conversion.

Multiple Instances of FPS

In an Ethernet Ring setup, loop avoidance is achieved by
blocking a link in the ring (known as the ring protection link).
This puts a restriction on the bandwidth that is available for use
in the network.

FPS supports the concept of “multiple topologies”, such that
there can be more than one instance of FPS running in the
network. This forms a logical separation of network segments,
which is an alternative to physical network separation. Such a
feature provides a cost-effective option to segregate networks
and will be useful in an IT environment where the infrastructure
is virtualised.
On the other hand, each instance of FPS may also be configured
with a separate set of routing metrics to influence the selection
of routing paths. This feature enables traffic engineering for
efficient use of bandwidth and improves network latency by
influencing the traffic to make use of the shortest path. As a
result, this increases the network operational capability by
allowing network traffic route customisations.

Extending FPS Across Different Physical
Sites
As operations become more mobile, the network is required
to be extended to multiple sites to facilitate seamless data
communication and connectivity. Traditional technologies
were not built for extending network segments across different
locations.

Shortest Path Bridging, a technology that requires complex trees
[n3 log n] computation and does not perform real multipathing,
works by forwarding packets across the shortest path between
two endpoints and is an incremental advancement to the
Multiple Spanning Tree Protocol.

CONCLUSION
Although FPS was developed for use in data centre networks
to overcome lateral communication limitation associated
with distributed application architecture, the DSTA network
engineering team has adopted the technology creatively to
enhance enterprise networks. This was done by performing
engineering studies using modelling and simulations to prove
that its adoption in enterprise networks can achieve improved
resiliency, as well as savings in costs and space.
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ENDNOTES
1

Survivability refers to the probability of a successful end-toend connectivity to a network node from an external node.
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